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This document provides a gentle introduction to Cloud computing. It explains how 
organizations can design for Cloud adoption through 'VM Aware' architecture, and how this 
approach can address specific pain points such as: 
 

 High availability infrastructure for corporate applications 

 Providing secure file storage for unstructured content records for Microsoft SharePoint 
and Exchange  

 In total five key application areas: 

Unstructured data -- security, verifiability and protection of data 

Structured data – security and protection of databases 

Managed email -- security, verifiability and retention of corporate email 

Corporate IM -- security, verifiability and retention of corporate communication 

CMS -- for collaboration and social networking within an intranet environment 

VM Aware has been developed by distributed computing experts in line with best practice 
standards, most notably the DMTF 'Architecture for Managing Clouds'. It exceeds or sets new 
standards for levels of assurance required for Enterprise and Government-class Cloud 
services. 
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Executive Summary – The Business Case for Cloud Computing 
 
Cloud computing addresses two core IT challenges: 
 

 Information Assurance 

 Technology Innovation Gridlock 

 

Information Assurance 
 
Large organizations face formidable hurdles managing the increasing amounts of digital data 
in today‟s environment of connectivity and mobility.  These include: 
 

 Inadequate Disaster Recovery procedures 

 On site backups which incur excessive HR cost 

 Potential for internal and external data breaches 

 Required adherence to nebulous data retention and verification guidelines 
 
Existing disaster recovery plans have become inadequate. Conventional backup measures 
barely cope as data centers become increasingly centralized and data volume increases. The 
greatest issue is the weeks or months of downtime that would occur should a disaster force the 
restoration from the enormous backup set and the re-provisioning of applications onto 
replacement hardware. In many cases obsolete tape backup systems reveal gaps caused by 
faulty media. 
 
Unfortunately, web technology has evolved to emphasize the protection of data while in is 
transit (SSL and VPN technology) rather than safe-guarding in while it is stored. For this 
reason, most security products are designed to improve the corporate firewall. This addresses 
the issue of working at home, but these same employees innocently expose internal data by 
attaching documents to unsecured emails or carrying external hard drives or USB memory 
sticks. Large portions of the IT infrastructure are protected by a handful of passwords and are 
vulnerable to an accidental data leak. 
 
While they are coping with these resource intensive issues, organizations are also faced with a 
mandate to retain corporate data for legal reasons. Simply placing backup materials in physical 
storage is not sufficient. Data needs to be archived with indexing to facilitate future searches. 
More troubling is the requirement to provide legal electronic proof of document authenticity and 
ownership. 
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Technology Innovation Gridlock 
 
New research from HP describes "a situation where the IT organization is blocked from driving 
new business innovation because the majority of funding is consumed in operating the current 
environment.” 
 
Many large organizations have been around for so long that they have built up an IT estate 
that features many different technologies deployed at different times, and they are layered atop 
one another rather than being replaced. This ranges all the way back to old mainframes 
running Cobol applications, modified client/server systems and numerous other custom 
applications that have commissioned over the years, resulting in a 'complexity cost' that has 
steadily grown over time. 
 
As these technologies age they become increasingly obsolete and therefore they are 
expensive to change through software modification, integration with new systems or complete 
replacement. The software skills die away due to IT staff attrition or the hardware can no 
longer be replaced. This results in “Innovation Gridlock”. The IT organization continues to 
acquire new personnel to support these older systems and ultimately becomes a 'maintenance 
mode' department. 
 
The organization runs their business processes on this platform, and so their 'business agility' 
suffers. It becomes harder to change how they work, improve processes or adopt new 
techniques. For organizations such as governments this is clearly a painful issue, as their 
ineffective resource allocation causes them to trail behind other jurisdictions that are optimizing 
through technology enhancement in areas such as healthcare automation and social worker 
case-management infrastructure. 
 

Optimization through Dynamic Cloud Capacity 
 
Cloud computing (as described below) is an ideal solution for these challenges because 
reduces IT complexity by consolidating hardware into a single pool of homogenous computing 
resources. Virtual Machine (VM) technology as pioneered by IBM mainframes in the 1970‟s 
has been perfected for modern Intel server systems and allows the entire infrastructure to 
adapt to the unpredictable spikes in demand by enterprise applications.  
 
VM Aware technology takes this one step further by supporting the ability to “Cloud Burst” past 
the maximum internal capacity of an organization. It allows the temporary leasing of external 
Cloud computing resources to temporarily supplement the organization‟s resources within a 
secured remote computing environment thus reducing long term capital budgets. It employs 
state of the art technology to ensure that corporate data is held perfectly private as it resides 
on internal equipment or as it is processed within remote facilities. It uses a modern distributed 
architecture to make the organization resilient to disaster scenarios and closes the security 
holes related to document distribution. 
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About Cloud Computing 
 
Recent advancements in virtual machine tools of Intel hardware has propelled the industry into 
the „Cloud‟. Now it is possible to realize significant efficiency improvements in hardware 
utilization by porting applications to run in separate VMs that are completely isolated and yet 
can share the same machine. VM monitoring tools simplify the monitoring task by presenting a 
homogeneous view of all executing software and simplifying the process of moving VMs 
around to provide the geographical diversity that provides a responsive Disaster Recovery 
policy. 
 
To be fair, the process of virtualizing the infrastructure of an organization is not a trivial task. 
There will be challenges in modernizing the older applications. However, a phased approach 
can allow an organization to take advantage of some of the benefits immediately. 
 

Types of Clouds 

 
A Cloud can simply be defined as a collection of homogeneous computing resources that can 
be deployed as needed to meet current demand. A wide array of differing computing hardware 
can be transformed into homogeneous resources by applying VM technology. 
 
A “Private Cloud” is formed when all of the VM resources are contained within the corporate 
intranet. Such a cloud faces the same challenges as a conventional networked data center and 
requires the same defence of its perimeter with firewall technology. 
 
A “Public Cloud” is the aggregation of all the infrastructure providers who offer their VM 
resources to the general public as a commodity. Customers pay recurring costs proportional to 
the amount of CPU time and network bandwidth consumed by VM instances. This allows 
companies to avoid the capital investment in computing equipment. 
 
A “Hybrid Cloud” is a combination of both. An organization with a functioning Private Cloud can 
lease Public Cloud resources to deal with intervals of peak demand. 
 
A Private Cloud that spans two or more corporate data center facilities is resilient to Disaster 
scenarios because of the redundancy and the ability to launch new VMs on demand. A Hybrid 
Cloud distributes resources over a larger area and can cope with a larger amount of 
infrastructure or network disruption. 
 

Building a Cloud 

 
Creating a Cloud involves the following steps: 

 
1. Assessment – plan architecture choosing VM environment – There a large number of 

VM monitoring tools that fall into three camps: VMware, Microsoft Hyper-V, Xen 
2. Install VM hypervisor software on server equipment 
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3. Port existing applications into VM images 
4. Introduce next generation applications to exploit the VM environment 

The choice of VM environment is not critical. There are many worthy products aligned along 
these categories. VMware is the early industry leader and Microsoft tools are less evolved, but 
the history of Novell and NT suggests that Microsoft will eventually dominate. Xen represents 
Open Source and is likely to be more innovative over time. It has been embraced by industry 
leaders such as Citrix. 
 
Steps 2 and 3 can be performed iteratively for existing in-house applications. Newer 
applications and recent hardware will be trivial to port as the Microsoft and Linux Operating 
Systems are completely transparent to the VM environment. 
 
Although virtualizing your infrastructure will yield large efficiency improvements and streamline 
the effort of your IT staff to manage the full suite of applications, the real advantage lie in the 
new class of applications that can exploit the VM architecture. 
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VM Aware: Exploiting the VM Infrastructure 
 
There are many corporate customers who want to virtualize their existing hardware, migrate 
their legacy apps and realize efficiencies and DR benefits. However, there are is still a 
significant IT staff overhead for a virtualized environment. Although technicians will no longer 
need to maintain or optimize applications for custom hardware, they will need to monitor the 
active Virtual Machines that run the applications and manually move VMs around to balance 
the load. The use of external providers to supplement computing resources will require special 
attention as traditional file systems that are visible locally to applications running within remote 
Virtual Machines can only be made private through best-efforts of IT staff and by legal 
relationships between customer and that provider. Although encryption can protect customer 
files while stored on mapped drives, keys must be distributed to the external VM environment 
to allow applications to have access these files. 
 
VM Aware solves these problems by making applications aware of the fact that they are 
executing in a VM environment and allowing the application itself (rather than IT staff) to 
manage the resources it requires to operate efficiently. VM Aware also provides a secure 
virtual file system that encompasses the entire organization‟s infrastructure and extends out 
into the equipment of the external provider to ensure that data is never compromised. 
 
VM Aware is a set of design patterns, practices and APIs to allow existing enterprise 
applications to exploit the architecture of remotely distributed Virtual Machines. It provides the 
framework for an application that was originally designed to execute in a physically 
independent and secure single-tenant computing environment to achieve the same levels of 
data privacy but with scalability that is bounded only by the economics of its deployment. 
 
A VM Aware application: 
 

 Reads and writes files only from a secure distributed file system that is unreachable by 
the VM hypervisor stack and therefore other tenants of the physical hardware on which 
the VM resides 

 Authenticates to and receives the necessary credentials and parameters from a 
centralized authority to read and write to this secure distributed file system 

 Can monitor and access the performance parameters of the VM in which it executes 

 Can request the provision of new VMs or the termination of its own VM through a 
standard API that attempts to abstract all of the existing commercial and open-source 
VM provisioning APIs 

 Can operate as an Agent that can launch, communicate and coordinate with other 
Agents in VM's running the same application entity 

 Is aware of and subject to the economic constraints in which it must operate as a 
collection of Agents 

 Leaves no traces behind whatsoever of its execution on the hardware once it 
terminates. 
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 Is enforced by controlling the integrity of its software (i.e. the organization deploying a 
VM Aware application must create the VM image and take steps to ensure the software 
within it has not be compromised) 
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Virtual Machine Privacy (VMP) and Cloud Applications 
 
Through its virtual file system, VM Aware establishes a secure “data plane” layer between the 
corporate applications and VM hardware operated internally or leased from service providers. 
 

Protecting Unstructured Data with Esotera InfiniDrive 
 
Unstructured data refers to word-processing, spreadsheet and presentation documents that 
are stored and exchanged through an organization as part of day to day business processes. 
 
Key pain points include that it is scattered across share drives and individual hard drives, and 
is often passed insecurely by email attachment, external drives and USB sticks. Compliance 
standards demands that organizations need to track who is viewing and modifying documents, 
which files need to be retained to meet corporate data retention guidelines. There is an 
overarching need to verify that archived files have not been tampered with. 
 
Esotera InfiniDrive is a VM Aware virtual file system that is secure. It supports configurable 
privacy for users and groups. It allows files and directories to be expressed as URLs and thus 
eliminates the practice of attaching files or using USB sticks. By authenticating each user, it 
allows the usage and exposure of files to be explicitly tracked. Esotera can be configured to 
prevent the deletion of documents to provide a mechanism to support data retention policies. 
Document Verification is an important  feature of Esotera that tracks each time a file is written 
or updated and can later provide irrefutable proof that a file was or was not modified 
afterwards. 
 

SharePoint Structured Data Security via  the Esotera InfiniDrive Virtual File System  

 
Microsoft Office SharePoint Server (MOSS) provides a framework to provide document and 
records management and workflow management for the enterprise. Internal web portals can 
be created that leverage the Windows SharePoint Services to integrate wiki, blogs, RSS feeds 
and search functionality to enhance the workflow of an organization.  
 
However, content management tools such as SharePoint have security holes. Although the 
document management functions effectively track the status of an organization‟s unstructured 
data, they expose security weaknesses when access is required outside the corporate firewall. 
Virtual Private Network (VPN) technology addresses the requirement to secure the channel 
between the MOSS installation and the user and therefore prevent data monitoring during 
transmission, but it cannot protect against documents from a lost/stolen laptop or compromised 
by virus or file-sharing programs during the MOSS check-out phase. 
 
Esotera InfiniDrive is a VM Aware virtual file system that can manage all of the unstructured 
data within an organization and integrate with content management systems such as 
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SharePoint to securely control when that data should be visible publicly. Files open directly into 
the application and version during saving. There is no need to check out files or store them in 
working directories on the user‟s computer.  
 
 
 

Exchange Cloud Storage 

 
Microsoft Exchange is the leading corporate email solution. It poses some challenges for the IT 
staff. The files generated by Exchange service or the individual Outlook clients are large and 
brittle. Normally the Exchange server files are encrypted and, if corrupted, require a roll back to 
earlier versions and a loss of recent traffic. 
 
Email Manager is VM Aware application that works with the Esotera InfiniDrive virtual file 
system to solve these problems. It can operate either on the server or client side of the email 
function or both. 
 

 Email Manager Server operates in cascade with Exchange Server to allow the 
enterprise to collect a secure, complimentary copy of email data that remains available 
to email users should Exchange services be interrupted. It provides a verifiable copy of 
email activity for data retention policies. 

 

 Email Manager Client eliminates the requirement to backup Outlook email client PST 
files. These archives are very large, typically more than a gigabyte primarily due to the 
storage of attachments. This makes them difficult to protect with conventional backup 
solutions as the PST files change frequently. 

 
Both of these products produce a secure, verifiable copy of all email visible to the owner within 
the Esotera InfiniDrive virtual file system independently of the Outlook email client. 
 

 


